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Armand Tatis <armandtatis@gmail.com> Sat, Feb 11, 2017 at 10:00 AM
To: sharon.dickinson@iacity.org
Cc: david.ryu@lacity.org, julia.duncan@lacity.org, saynohpoz@gmail.com 

Dera Sharon,

Since we are homeowners in the Miracle Mile area, we are opposed to the HPOZ for many reasons. One of them being 
on a comer lot and wholly visible we will be under special scrutiny - for instance, being forced to install single-pane true 
divided light windows on every facade if you try to change a window (our windows, even tho they are wooden and would 
not be allowed in an HPOZ).

Also, we have a pitched roof, and and therefore can’t build a second story, by my interpretation of the Preservation Plan 
(which is now locked in) - the front roof elevations have to remain readable - because we are all front, effectively, we can 
see a situation where any proposed addition to your house couid be rejected.

Armand and Debra
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susann perry <perrysw@gmail.com> 
To: Sharon.Dickinson@lacity.org

Sat, Feb 11, 2017 at 3:15 AM

Coucil File: 15-0183-S1 / (Proposed) Miracle Mile HPOZ

I'm writing this email for my Husband Jim Perry and myself (Susann Perry) as concerned home owners of the Miracle 
Mile District. We are urging you, our Councilmember David Ryu and the City Council to STRONGLY oppose the HPOZ 
proposal. It has very little support from the residents of the Miracle Mile area and we do not want to give up any of our 
personal property rights. Or allow such a blatant interference with our prospective business advantage as a single family 
home owner.

The so-called local residents association that supports this scheme does NOT represent our interests, our rights or that of 
any of our neighbors. We only learned about this issue within the past few months so there has been little outreach to the 
affected community stakeholders.

Passing such an overblown and over controlling city ordinance is a direct violation of our 1st and 5th Amendment 
Constitutional rights, that will result in massive litigation and financial damages against the City of Los Angeles. Passing 
the HPOZ proposal could cost the City billions of dollars in class action Federal Court lawsuits to overturn this ill conceived 
municipal ordinance.

We don't want to be in an HPOZ area plan that contains the language that constitutes the unlawful taking of our property 
rights.

Please call me back at on my (626) 394-1068. Thank you.

Regards,

Susann Perry
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Aaron Harberts <aaronharberts@me.com> Sat, Feb 11, 2017 at 6:31 AM
To: Sharon.Dickinson@iacity.org

Ms. Dickinson,

I live at 922 S. Dunsmuir in the Miracle Mile, and I staunchly oppose the attempts to turn my neighborhood into an 
HPOZ. Thanks so much for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Aaron Harberts
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